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Abstract

The paper is devoted to construction of the basic equations of variable weight
hydrodynamics. These equations in the beginning are received in the integral
form, and then for continuous areas in the differential form. From them for
the incompressible viscous environment the closed system of the hydrodynamical
equations of variable weight is received.

In hydrodynamics the weight of medium (liquid, gas) or each particle of the
system is considered to be constant variable while moving [1, 3] . However, in many
practical cases the structure of particles forming the given medium or system may
change in the course of time (i.e. some particles may be separated from the system
and associate to it from the outside); weight of the medium under consideration will
change owing to this fact. The medium whose weight owing to association to it or
isolation of particles from it will be called a variable weight medium (variability of
weight here is understood in another sense than in the theory of relativity and as was
shown is a consequence of change of structure of particles forming the considered
medium).

Such kind hydrodynamic processes arise when solving different engineering and
technological problems (of power engineering, petroleum chemistry, drilling, machine-
building, hydroengineering, meteorology and etc.); in particular when drilling oil
and gas wells (to intensify drilling and diminish hydrodynamical resistances), at
heat shield of structural elements of machines and equipments in flowing of liquid in
drainage system and dispersing releases, in control of boundary (wall) layer, when
controlling flooding flows, in separation of impurities and cooling of turbines, while
regulating run-off in hydraulic structures and many others. Common for such prob-
lems is that in their setting motion of medium (liquid or gas) happens with weight
change (consumption). However, when solving these or other problems dependences
of hydrodynamics of constant weight (consumption) are used, the phenomena that
occur at weight change are ignored, it is obvious that they must significantly differ
from reality. Therefore, construction of basic equations of hydrodynamics consid-
ering the processes of medium weight change (of liquid or gas) is very important
scientific-technical problem.

Construction of basic equations of variable weight hydrodynamics is based on
a conjecture on continuity of medium according to which a medium is considered
in macroscopic scale. It is assumed that any small volume of medium (liquid or
gas) contains so many molecules that we can represent a medium as continuously-
distributed (spread) in the space. The notion of particle (or liquid particle) is in-
troduced for such a medium and under this a physically infinitesimal volume of a
medium; i.e. a volume sufficently small in comparison with a scale of the problem,
but great in comparison with intermolecular distances [3] , is implied. Consequently,




